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Food and Beverage
Sage MAS 90 | Sage MAS 200
Sage MAS ERP for Food and Beverage
Offers an extensive business software system for companies in the modern diverse and unpredictable market. Whether or not you process
seafood, distribute fruits and vegetables, or offer vending services, this solution makes ease of your everyday processes. Moreover, it goes more
than your core operations; Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage provides world–class business intelligence, CRM
(Customer Relationship Management), Fixed Asset Management, and HR.Process Manufacturingand CRM.
Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage was designed to free you from the nuisance of taking care of disparate software
systems and contending software intended for discrete manufacturing. You will have the ability confidently manage your business, plan for
change (rather than merely reacting to it), as well as innovate operations on both a product and process level. This allows you to gain the
competitive advantage in an industry where competition is being redefined.

Recipe and Formula Management
Properly stream recipe modifications throughout the system. Utilize features, which include key ingredients, for automatic quantity adjustments
throughout the recipe. You may as well indicate formula visibility groups and formula change approvals to integrate controls into your
processes.
Inventory Management
Effectively and efficiently measure and monitor inconsistently sized ingredients, using catch weights, to standardize your output. Lot traceability
enables you to understand where your ingredients are coming from to aid with regulatory conformity and quality control. Multiple units of
measure with UOM conversion will help you easily receive merchandise from vendors in their units of measure, after which select a different
unit of measure that works best for your customers and internal processes.
Productivity Management
Batch yield calculations enable you to see how efficient your production operations are; split and inverted bills of material offer alternatives for
you to make quick and accurate production assessments.
Compliance and Safety Management
MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheets) and nutritional labeling ensure that your employees and customers safe, and your business in compliance
with regulatory entities. Lot and vendor traceability are key functionalities provided by Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and
Beverage to guarantee compliance with federal regulations.
Quality Control
In order to attain and go beyond the expectations of the consumer, a quality management system needs to be in place and effective, and
flexible enough to meet ever–changing trends. The system must also be deployed as part of your ERP software to ensure it forms the backbone
of a system for guaranteeing product and process dependability and repeatability. Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage
enables you to combine Quality Control procedures, sampling, and validation aspects into your standard work flow structure. Integrated product
testing, statistical sampling, material physical property reporting, QC test hold, lot quarantine and recall; these are all solutions provided by
Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage to let you gain control and maintain a consistent quality product. Visibility by other
departments into these processes provides planning and response flexibility. For food producers who want to elevate their quality control
measures even higher, there is electronic signature capability, formula change approvals, and specific access protocols for authorizing changes
to controlled procedures and production procedures as they occur.
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Regulations
Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage provides the platform and reporting required to achieve total compliance with an
array of regulatory entities that address environmental effect, product quality, and employee security. A feature–rich and integrated ERP system
delivers visibility that can: aid streamline and increase the level of communication among all stakeholders, deliver insight into market advancement trends, and acquire perspective from historical performance, enabling you to act quickly with precise information. You’ll be in the driver’s
seat when it comes to effectively, efficiently, and profitably managing the balance between innovation and delivery reliability. Compliance is at
your fingertips with an integrated ERP system such as Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage. The ERP software was
designed to provide you with the system to enable you to meet the requirements of numerous regulatory entities without slowing down your
day–to–day operations. You will have the ability to confidently meet the strict recall requirements of the Bio–Terrorism Act because Sage MAS
90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage has made it convenient for you to maintain complete lot number traceability of each ingredient. Your production department will incorporate the true essence of cGMP, because you can leverage the quality control functionality and
reporting accuracy of Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage. Define Critical Control Points as stages in a work order to
guarantee compliance with the food safety requirements of HACCP; and ease the burden of an ISO9001 audit by integrating critical quality
control factors into your standard work flow.
Warehousing, Logistics, & Service
For wholesale distributors and manufacturers of food and beverage products, complete inventory management control and optimization are
critical. Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage delivers this with its warehouse management and inventory replenishment
systems. Having the ability to segment your warehouses into zones and bins, you can improve efficiencies and help ensure that highly perishable merchandise are preserved and locatable. Having the ability to set appropriate replenishment points per item and account for seasonality,
you will be sure to keep the leanest inventory while maintaining your customer service levels.
Logistics and EDI
To build up better relationships with customers and vendors, EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) is offered to instantly exchange order information. And to help ensure a timely and cost–effective delivery, Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Food and Beverage offers LTL shipping
and integrated rate shopping for leading carriers.
Warehouse Maintenance and Field Service
Integrated service management enables food and beverage distributors to competently handle inventory of replacement components as well as
the field maintenance of high–asset equipment, such as refrigeration units, kitchen equipment, and beverage dispersing units. It also permits
effective management of resources, which include parts and tools, and the schedule and dispatch of installation and service technicians.

Financials, CRM, & HR
Financials
Sage MAS90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Industrial Equipment, Supply, & Service gives power and dependability as a result of the core accounting modules: General Ledge, Accounts Payable, and Accounts Receivable. This powerful, versatile, and scalable end-to-end management
application likewise provides secure as well as proven programs to improve the bar of superiority in the areas of HR Management, Fixed Assets,
and CRM.
CRM (Customer Relationship Management)
This is an additional method to stay ahead of the competition. Proactively looking for new customers, and sustaining strong relationships with
the customers you have worked so faithfully to win, is a continuous undertaking. Your business can thrive with an integrated set of tools like
those offered in our integrated CRM system, to keep track of your relationships, updates of various campaigns, and incorporated customerproduct order history.
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HR (Human Resources)
For numerous companies in the Industrial Equipment, Supply, & Service industry, your human resources are your single largest asset and
expenditure. Having a completely automated HR system ensures that you efficiently take care of benefits and provide value to the individuals in
your organization. And, if you want to add payroll as part of your end-to-end system, Sage MAS 90 and Sage MAS 200 ERP for Industrial
Equipment, Supply, & Service allows you to choose between an internal or external payroll system.
Business Intelligence
The rate of business and breadth and depth of regulatory compliance demand a flawlessly integrated system. Related information is the key
factor. Business Intelligence available as customizable, insightful reporting and live dashboards is a significant differential for Sage Software in
the Industrial Equipment, Supply, & Service industry. The sooner you spot trends in your business, the sooner you can react and stay ahead of
your competitors.

For more info and inquiries please visit our website at www.mtsisolutions.com
or you may Call us at 866-848-2957

MTSI opens doors for you, we will be honoredto be your
Sage MAS 90 reseller | MAS 200 reseller andSage MAS 90 partner | MAS 200 Partner

Sage Software - MAS 90 | MAS 200 | MAS 500 | ERP Software | Manufacturing | Distribution | Extended Solutions | MAS 90 for Small Business
MAS 90 Reseller | MAS 90 Partner | MAS 200 Resseller | MAS 200 Partner | CRM software |Sage SalesLogix | Sage CRM
Sage Businessworks | Swiftpage eMarketing Tool | Sage Software Training | Support | Price quotes.
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